
Rebecca B. Vessal 
  

> (818) - 731 - 3166 | rebeccaVessal@gmail.com 

> linkedin.com/in/rebecca-vessal-638a0418 

> github.com/rbVessal 
> beccaVessal.com 

SKILLS 
  

Programming Languages 
> Proficient in: C/C++, Objective-C, C#, JSON, XML 

> Familiar with: Lua, Python, Ruby on Rails, AS3 

IDES 
> Xcode, Unity, Visual Studios, Flash 

SVNs 
>Git with Bitbucket and GitHub 

Design Tools 
> Maya, Mudbox, Illustrator, Flash, Photoshop 

EMPLOYMENT 
  

Game Engineer at PlayFirst/Glu Mobile Inc. 
Oct. 2015 - Current 
> Create new themed restaurants using a component 
based system to quickly iterate, prototype, and ship new 

gameplay features 
> Prototype new game ideas for proof of concept 
> Make significant improvements to tools used by 

developers, artists, and designers to streamline their 
work process and to optimize our games 
> Mentor new engineers to bring them up to speed with 

our engine and workflows and welcome them into our 
culture 
>  Heavily collaborate with artists, designers, and other 
engineers to come up with the best gameplay and UI for 
our games 
Associate iOS Client Engineer at GREE 

International Inc 

Jan. 2015 - July 2015 

> Created extensible UI architecture for several client 
features throughout the games, War of Nations and 

ShadowLands: Battle for Glory 

> Worked closely with designers to implement their 
specs and to give feedback on improvements to their 
designs to ensure the features were clear and engaging 

to the player 
Cocoa Developer Contractor at Apple Inc 
May 2014 – Nov. 2014 

> Maintained Sweet, a Mac XML editor that produces the 

Apple developer API documentation 

> Participated and lead cross-functional meetings 
between designers, writers, managers, and developers 
for features to be integrated with Sweet 

Graphics Engineering Intern at Apple Inc 

May 2013 – Aug. 2013 

> Developed visual physics boundary box debug drawing 

feature for Sprite Kit framework using Objective-C, C, Core 

Graphics framework, and OpenGL and OpenGL ES.  It was 
featured in Apple’s platform playgrounds demo 

PROJECTS 
  

Gordon Ramsay Dash & Cooking Dash - PlayFirst 
(C/C++, Lua, Objective-C, Ruby, Python, AS3) 
> Create innovative cooking stations, boosts, chefs, and 

autochefs (NPC auto food preparer) using and building upon a 

component based system with C++/C in cocos2d-x for 
commonly used station parts and Lua for specialized gameplay 

scripting 
> Integrated inline CCB feature into CocosBuilder and our 
asset processing tool by making it command line accessible in 

CocosBuilder.  This lead to 0-40 FPS gains on Android 

devices,.reduced merge conflicts between engineers, and 

ensured our Jenkins build had the latest binary processed 

assets 
> Spontaneously prototyped a cat prep recipe as a boost for 
fun on the side which got shipped later in Cooking Dash 

> Helped create the spinoff system to generate extra  revenue 

with less engineering effort, revamped prep kitchen screen to 

sort useful prep recipes per level/restaurant, showcase group 

goals, and implemented other smaller miscellaneous UI tasks 
ShadowLands: Battle for Glory - GREE (Objective-
C, JSON, Python) 
> Developed activity feed with modular activities architecture 

to work with multiple activity related features throughout the 

game 
> Scripted inheritable JSON configurations and anchor point 
system to create reusable and constraint based UI for features 
such as crafting, bookmarks, activities, and main menu 

> Modified the regex in localization Python script to correctly 

and efficiently grab all of the strings presented to the user in 

the game 

Cat Bowling - Personal Project (OpenGL C/C++) 
> Implemented composite transforms such as rotation 

quaternions, scaling, translating, and shearing 

> Created fragment and vertex shaders for projection, model 
transformations, and camera view 

> Developed extensible rendering of polyhedrons for game 

objects using programmable pipeline pattern 

> Assisted with development of physics system such as 
kinematic movement and momentum 

EDUCATION 
  

Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) 
BS: Video Game Design & Development 
Minor: Psychology 

> Cumulative GPA: 3.81   Major GPA: 3.81
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